Summary. --i) The radiative corrections to the decay T:-~-lepton+~ have been calculated to order e 2 in the coupling constant and to order m~ in the neutrino mass. ii) The possibility of setting upper limits on the neutrino mass by measuring the photon spectrum in the radiative decay of pion is investigated, iii) The effect of the neutrino mass on the branching ratio (~:-+e)/(7:-~) is found to be small enough to elude experimental detection with the present experimental accuracies.
1. -Introduction.
The Brookhaven experiment (1) has shown that two different kinds of neutrinos exist in nature--those which prefer to interact with the electrons (the electron neutrinos) and those which prefer to do so with the muons (the muon neutrinos). The mass of the electron neutrino is known (2) to be < 0.5 keV but only ~ rough upper limit of 3.5 M.eV has so far been placed on the mass of the much neutrino (3). Due to the possibility of the much neutrino mass being nonzero it was considered worth-while to lo,)k into the effects of its mass on i) the photon and the much spectra in the r~diative pion decay and ii) on the branching ratio ~:-+ e/~-~ ~ including all the radiative corrections of order e 2.
The mass of the neutrino will manifest itself in three different ways. Firstly, the two-body and the three-body phase spaces in the nonradia~ive and the radiative decays of the pion, respectively, will be different from the case of a Lett., 9, 36 (1962) .
(2) J. S. ALLEN: The Ne~trit~o, Chapter II (Princeton, 1958 In our present calculation, however, it is assumed that the interaction is of the universal (V--A) type and so ]=1. Thirdly, the matrix element for both the raditaive and the nonradiative decays of the pion will have a new term of order m, (the mass of the neutrino) besides the conventional term of order m~ (or m,). This point is illustrated in the following paragraph.
The weak interaction responsible for the decay ~ --~ lepton (*) § neutrino (the lepton will be indicated by 1), even when the neutrino has a nohzero mass, is assumed to be of the (V--A) type with a structureless coupling constunt ( The electromagnetic interaction is brought in through the replacement
Now if m,r 0 the use of Dh'ae equation in the interaction (1) shows that the Born term of the above interaction has a term proportional to m,U~(1 § ) V, besides having the more familiar term This applies to the matrix elements of both the nonradiative and the radiative decays.
The calculation of the ~:--> e/~:--~ F~ branching ratio with all the radiative corrections of order e 2 has been made in the past for the case of the zero neutrino muss (~-6). These calculations have been repeated in the present investigation and for the sake of comparison with th~ case of the nonzero mass will be reproduced in the following Section. Since this case has already been investigated (~-6) earlier we just write down the results of the present calculation indicating where they differ, if they do, from the previously published results.
(') The term (~ lepton )) will be used in short for (~ charged lepton )), i.e., ~ or e. (~) S. M. BERMAN: Phys. Rev. Lett., 1, 468 (1958) . (5) T. KINOSrHTA: Phys. Rev. Lett., 2, 477 (1959) . (6) YA. SMORODII~SKY and Hu SHI~-KO: Soviet Physics JETP, 14, 438 (1962) .
